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1. The acquis 1 
 
This chapter covers the area of enterprise policy, distributive trades, tourism and social 
economy. The acquis consists largely of decisions setting up consultation procedures and 
Community programmes, or of recommendations. These do not require transposition into the 
national legal order nor implementation and enforcement measures, except in respect of the 
Directive on tourism statistics (95/97/EC). 
 
The subject of the chapter is important in the context of economic development and the capacity 
to withstand competitive pressure. Three areas are of particular  significance: 
 
�� overall enterprise/SME policy formulation and implementation; 
�� the general business environment in the country concerned; 
�� the adoption and application of the definition of SMEs. 
 
In April 2002, the candidate countries endorsed the 'European Charter for Small Enterprises' 
which was adopted in June 2000. 
 
 
2. The negotiations 
 
The chapter has been closed with ten countries and provisionally closed with Bulgaria and 
Romania. There are no transitional arrangements. 
 
     Chapter opened: October 1998 
     Status:   Closed December 2002 (provisionally closed in November 1998)  
     Transitional arrangements: none  
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1 Information largely drawn from the European Commission, DG Enlargement 
 http://europa.eu.int/comm/enlargement/negotiations/index.htm 

http://europa.eu.int/comm/enlargement/negotiations/index.htm


 
3. Position of the European Parliament 
 
In its resolution of 4 October 20001, Parliament draws attention to the need to enhance policies 
(such as the Széchenyi Plan) designed to stimulate micro, small and medium-sized businesses, 
which account for nearly half the country's GDP and provide employment for two-thirds of the 
total work force, with particular reference to taxation and competitiveness. 
 
In its resolution of 20 November 20022, Parliament urges the Hungarian authorities in addition 
to lend their resolute support to enable SMEs to be set up and develop in less-favoured regions, 
not least by offering the incentives required to create a favourable environment for investment 
and the emergence of a strong entrepreneurial class. 
 
 
4. Latest Assessment by the European Commission 3 
 

In its 1997 Opinion, the Commission concluded that the ongoing efforts to strengthen SMEs 
during the pre-accession period would need to be continued. However, no specific problems 
were foreseen in Hungary's integration in this sector. 
  
Since the Opinion, Hungary has made steady progress. In the last two years, Hungary has 
targeted SME development as one of its strategic development objectives under the Széchenyi 
Plan. Today, Hungary's policy towards SMEs is generally in line with the principles and 
objectives of EU enterprise policy. 
 
Negotiations on this chapter have been provisionally closed. Hungary has not requested any 
transitional arrangements. Hungary is generally meeting the commitments it has made in the 
accession negotiations in this field. 
 
In order to complete preparations for membership, Hungary's efforts now need to focus on the 
swift and client-friendly implementation of the SME support programmes and their improved 
co-ordination and on the elimination of overlaps. Increasing the visibility of the various services 
and programmes for SMEs and improving access to finance, especially micro-credit, remain 
crucial tasks. 
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1 Resolution on the state of negotiations with Hungary, § 11: A5-0248/2000 
2 Resolution on the progress of the candidate countries towards accession, § 75: A5-0371/2002 
 
3 European Commission, Regular Report on Hungary 2002, pp.93 & 94: 
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http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/enlargement/report2002/hu_en.pdf 

http://www3.europarl.eu.int/omk/omnsapir.so/pv2?PRG=DOCPV&APP=PV2&LANGUE=EN&SDOCTA=8&TXTLST=1&POS=1&Type_Doc=RESOL&TPV=PROV&DATE=041000&PrgPrev=TYPEF@A5|PRG@QUERY|APP@PV2|FILE@BIBLIO00|NUMERO@248|YEAR@00|PLAGE@1&TYPEF=A5&NUMB=1&DATEF=001004
http://www3.europarl.eu.int/omk/omnsapir.so/pv2?PRG=CALDOC&FILE=021120&LANGUE=EN&TPV=PROV&LASTCHAP=21&SDOCTA=1&TXTLST=1&Type_Doc=FIRST&POS=1
http://europa.eu.int/comm/enlargement/report2002/hu_en.pdf

